
Katherine Bray’s Flemish Book of  Hours

J. J. G. ALEXANDER

THE  MANUSCRIPT which is the subject of this paper, now preserved in the library
at Stonyhurst College, Lancashire, as Ms. 60, was  written  in the Southern
Netherlands, in the  late  fifteenth century.I It is  a  small  book,  measuring 134 by
94mm  (script 75 by 50mm) and contains one-hundred and ninety-seven folios.
The script is the type of expert  Gothic  cursive known as  bétard  and on  a  few pages
this  is decorated by calligraphic flourishes extending into the top margin and
ending in profile human heads.z

The  text  of the Stonyhurst Hours is of the Use of Saturn, showing that the
manuscript was made for an  English  patron.  Only one leaf of the calendar,  that
for December, survives (folio i). But it is fortunately on the verso of this that a
note was added in an Italic hand in pink ink opposite  19th  December. It reads:
‘Hac die profectacst ad Deum anima D. Kat(er)ine Bray op(time?) femine  mane
septima  (...)’.  A  few words are illegible, since  they run into the gutter of the
manuscript. A seventeenth-century hand has added a  little  lower  down the page:
‘An. Xi.  1507’.

Katherine Bray who died in 1507, was the wife of Sir Reynold Bray, an
important figure in Tudor politics. Reynold Bray’s father was Richard Bray who
was in the service of Margaret Beaufort by the 14605, and his mother was Joan
Troughton, Richard’s second wife. Reynold owed his advancement ‘to holding
to the skirts of a great  lady’, Lady Margaret Beaufort, who had married as her
first  husband Edmund Tudor, Earl of Richmond.3 Reynold Bray’s connection
with Lady Margaret probably began c.  1465  whilst she was married to her second
husband, Henry Stafford, and continued subsequently during her marriage to
Lord Stanley. Bray received a general pardon from Richard III in  1483.  He was
one of  those  involved, however, in the plot to marry Henry Tudor, Lady
Margaret’s son, to Princess Elizabeth of  York, daughter of Edward IV. After the
battle  of Bosworth he was rewarded by being made a  knight  of the Bath at Henry
VII’s  coronation. He subsequently became a knight of the Garter. He was briefly
appointed by the King, Treasurer of England and also Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster. In October  1494  he became  High  Steward of Oxford University. He
was involved  with  the  King’s  building works at  both  Windsor and Westminster
Abbey, being one of  those  laying the foundation stone of Henry VII’s  Chapel at
the Abbey with Abbot Islip in 1502.“

On folio 104v which has a miniature of the Raising of Lazarus for the Office
of the Dead (fig. 1), is another note. It is at the top of the  page  which has been cut
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down in rebinding. It is  written  in the same  pink  ink by the same Italic hand as
that  in the calendar, though  here in  English,  and reads: ‘Pray for the soules of
dame Cattrayn Bray. and of Ion Colett den of Paules’. Colet, the friend of
Erasmus, was appointed Dean of St. Paul’s in 1504 and died in 1519. The
possibility that the  Hours  was  owned  by Colet  requires  further investigation, as
does the nature of the connection between Colet and the Brays.s

Katherine Bray was daughter of Nicholas  Husee, and the marriage was
childless.  She was in the household of  Elizabeth  of York during the reign of
Henry VII and continued to  have  links  with  Margaret Beaufort.-She was
represented with her husband in stained-glass at St.  Mary’s, Oxford, now
destroyed, and Sir Reynold is  also shown  in stained-glass at Malvern Priory,
along with  the  King, Queen and Prince Arthur.‘ Sir  Reynold  died  in 1503 and was
buried in St. George’s Windsor in  a  chantry chapel  which still  survives  in the
south aisle and  which  is decorated  with  his arms and  rebus, a hemp-bray.  This
object is  also  represented in the  borders  of an Antiphonal with  Bray’s  arms  on
various pages, now preserved at  Westminster  Abbey.’ . .

’ ‘Bray’s  possessions passed to collaterals, since he had no direct heir. On the
same folio  i verso  of the calendar is  a  note  written  by Robert Thweng,  S. J ., and
dated  1647  concerning John  Thweng, Prior  of Bridlington, who was canonised in
1401  .  Robert belonged to  a  Yorkshire Recusant  family and Was born at  Heviorth,
Yorkshire, in  1606;  He was  professor  at St. Omers  College  from  1642  and died in
1658.'-At the top of_the same  folio  is  written: ‘Collegii  Anglicani  SoCtis Iesu
Leodii  Bib:  Mai:’ St.‘0mers  College moved first to  Bruges (1762-1773) and  then
to Liég'e  (1773-1794), being finally forced to flee to England at the time of the
Napoleonic conquésts in 1794. In  this  way the manuscript finally reached
Stonyhurst.’ ' -- .  '  -

The manuscript contains nineteen miniatures which  though  they are not in
perfect  condition, most  being somewhat rubbed and faded, are  clearly by an
artist of quality. A‘ number'of pages  have  been cfit out and there  were" probably at
lgast  two more miniatures originally.” Each miniature is painted, as was
common, on_ the verso'Of  a  single  leaf inserted in the gathering. The miniatu'res
and the  text  pagespp'posite  have  trompe l’oeil  borders  with  flower‘s  and  insects
such as are commonly fou'nd in  Books  of Hours made in Ghent and Bruges  from
the later fifteenth century onwards. The  miniatures  introduce  thécight  main
divisions'of the Hours of the  Virgin, a number'of prayers and éuffrages to
particular.saints, the Office of  _the  Dead, the Hours of the Holy Spirit, the
Penigential Psalms and the  Psaltcr of St. Jeréme, all'standard  tgfls. ‘

'  Sometimes the saints chosen for suffrages  give  an indication of the  patron’s
identity or special devotions, referring often to his or her name. The  saints
represented here are John the  Baptist  and  John  the Evangelist, and  Anthony
Abbot, and a miniature of St. Anne is  probably lost, from  which, it seems nothing
particular can'be inferred.vThere is  nothing to suggest  that  there was once  a
miniature of St. Catherine and nothing to connect the book'specifically with
Katherine Bray, such as an original coat-of-arms. The prayers are in the
masculine, though  that  is not conclusive.- In the circumstances it  Seems
reasonable to assume  that  Katherine owned the  book,  which  then  passed to
Colet, perhaps by.  bequest, but it cannot be certain  that  she was the original
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Fig. 2: Stonyhurst College. MS. 60‘ folio Iv. The Fig. 3:  London.  British Library. Additional MS.
Crucifixion. 54782. folio 250v. The Crucifixion.



 
Fig. 4: Stonyhurst College, MS. 60. folio 5V. The Fig. 5: London, British Library, Additional MS.
Annunciation. 54782, folio 73v. The Annunciation.



Nativity.
6: Stonyhursl C0116

155 03. folio  106V. Thc Nativity.
Museo  Luzzm‘o—Galdinno.Fig. w96. MS. 60. folio 13v. The Fi (YC' 7:  Madrid. lnv.
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Fig. 8: Vienna. Ocslerreichische Nationalbibliothek. Fig. 9: Slouyhurst College. MS. 60. folio 17v. The
S 1 13239‘folio 66v. The Nativity. Annunciation lo the Shepherds.
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Fig. 10: Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, MS. 78.B.13, Fig. 11: Stonyhurst College, MS. 60, folio 48v. St.
no. 5. The Annunciation to the Shepherds. John the Baptist.
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Fig. 12: Stonyhursl College, MS. 60‘ folio 26\'. The Fig 13: Bellin Kupfelstichkabinetl MS. 1754 The
Presentation in the Temple. Plescnlation 1n the Temple.
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Fig. 14: Stonyhurst College. MS. 60. folio  31v.  The Fig. 15: London. British Library. Additional MS.
Flight into Egypt. 54 82. folio  131V.  The Flight into Egypt.
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Fig. 16: Stonyhurst Collegc‘ MS. 60, folio 162v. Fig. 17: Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, MS. 78.312.
Christ as Man of Sorrows. folio 56V. Christ as Man of  Sorrows.



patrogll. The  date  of c.1490, proposed on  stylistic  grounds, makes it at least
possn e.

Why Katherine Bray, if it was  her, ordered a Book of Hours from the
Netherlands needs a word of explanation. English illumination of the  fifteenth
century is  with  rather  few  exceptions of comparatively poor  quality if set  beside
contemporary Flemish and French illumination.  Bray’s  Antiphonal  already
mentioned is an example, for it only contains  borders, and  even these are quite
roughly executed. The failure of  English  illuminators to produce work of equally
high  quality is difficult to account for.  Though  political  instability and economic
problems during the Wars of the Roses  might  be invoked as  explanation, this
does  not seem altogether convincing, especially when the amount of  building
going on in the fifteenth century is  taken into  account. Prestigious and  expensive
arttilstiilprojects, such as the Beauchamp Chapel at Warwick, continued to be put
m  an

An explanation  might  also be sought  m  terms of the artistic developments of
the time. It  seems that  English illuminators were unable or unwilling to accept the
innovations of the ars  nova  of the Netherlands, which was associated in its
beginnings  with  the Master of Flémalle and Jan van Eyck.  Whilst  the picture
plane, the surface of the panel or illuminated page, still held the mastery, that  is in
the thirteenth and the earlier fourteenth century, it provided the vehicle for
surface design and pattern, so brilliantly exploited in the pages of the early
fourteenth-century English Psalters.‘ But English artists for the  most  part seemed
unable to accommodate to the violation of the page surface caused by the
yepresentation  within  the miniature of distance and three-dimensional objects set
in an illusionistic space. In  this  way their art becomes  retardataire  and provincial
as they struggle against the current.

In the fifteenth century a  flourishing export trade of manuscripts,
particularly Books  of Hours, develops from Bruges and Ghent.“ Though  the
majority of  this  work sent to England is comparatively routine, a few patrons
with greater means or greater taste managed to obtain fine quality works. As is
well known  Edward IV was so impressed by the library of  Louis  de Gruythuyse
when he stayed  with  him in Bruges in 1470-1 that he made considerable purchases
of manuscripts in Flanders, quite  a  number of  which  are  still  in the Royal
library." Edward’s sister Margaret; being married to Charles the Bold, Duke of
Burgundy, was able to  commission very fine manuscripts, though  these of course
passed to her  heirs, and did not come to England." '

-  The Bray Hours  was  attributed  by Professor  Otto  Péicht  in 1953-4 to the so-
called  ‘Mastcr  of the  Hortulus Anim‘ae’." This  artist is now, however, known as
the ‘Master of the Prayer  Book  of Maximilian’, since he was responsible for  a
manuscript of prayers, now in  Vienna  (Cod.  1907), made c.1486 when
Maximilian  of  Austria  was elected  King of the Romans." His work is closely
related in  style  and  through  the use of similar compositions to  that  of the so-
called ‘Master of Mary of Burgundy’, generally considered to have been the most
important  Flemish  illuminator of,the  period. It  seems likely that the Master of
Mary of  Burgundy who was first named by Friedrich Winkler, worked in Ghent,
and perhaps the Maximilian  master  did  too.  "  Both  artists’ work  show
connections  with  the work of Hugo van der  Goes, the  leading Ghent  painter. until
he retired to Rooclooster outside Brussels due to ill health c.1478.
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The Master of Mary of  Burgundy is so named  from  his work on an Hours
now in  Berlin  (Kupferstichkabinett, Ms. 78.B.12) made for Mary, daughter of
Charles  the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, and for his famous  portrait  of Mary at
prayer added in the  Vienna  Hours (Cod. 1857).” He also worked for Mary’s
mother, Charles' third  wife, Margaret of York, sister  of Edward IV. Mary of
Burgundy was married immediately after her father’s death at the Battle of
Nancy in  1477, to Maximilian of Austria. The two artists worked for closely
related patrons, therefore.  They may either  have been master and  pupil, or they
may have  been  rivals, the Maximilian Master being probably the younger.

The work of the Master of Mary of Burgundy was analysed by Otto  Pficht in
his masterly monograph  published  in 1948.'8 G. I. Lieftinck in his  book  on the
Master of Mary of Burgundy of  1969  in  a  detailed examination of the main works
associated first by Winkler  and later by Pficht  with  the Master of Mary of
Burgundy, ascribed certain Books of Hours on  Péicht’s  list  to  a  different artist.l9
Of these the  first  is in Berlin, that  made for Mary of Burgundy already referred to  '
(Ms. 78.8.12). A second Hours is in the Museo Lazzaro-Galdiano, Madrid, and a
third  in the Bodlcian Library, Oxford  (Ms. Dance 223). All these three
manuscripts had been attributed by both  Winkler and  Picht  to the Master of
Mary of  Burgundy, and  Péicht  has more recently reaffirmed his opinion.20 The
Museo Lazzaro-Galdiano Hours bears the arms of William, Lord Hastings who
was  executed  by Richard III in 1483. The Deuce Hours may have been made
c.1485 for Philippe  Conrault  II, Abbot of Mont Blandin, Ghent. Two other
Hours, discussed by Lieftinck, both  bearing the arms of Cleves are in Brussels
(B.R. IV.40),1' and  Vienna  (Cod.  s.n.  13239).

More  recently attention has focused on the Maximilian  Master’s  work in a
Book  of  Hours  formerly in the Dyson Perrins Collection and bequeathed by Mrs.
Dyson Perrins to the British Library (Additional MS. 54782). This was published
in colour facsimile by Derek Turner in 1983.22 Otto  Picht had already ascribed it
also  to the Master of the Prayer  Book  of Maximilian, an attribution agreed on by
all authorities.” This  Hours  also  bears the arms of Lord William Hastings,
though  it has been suggested  that  it  might  originally have been  made for
Edward V. 2“

Two of these  Books  of Hours, the two Hastings Hours in Madrid and
London, provide the main points of comparison with the Bray Hours at
Stonyhurst. The relationship can be seen at once in the  first  miniature of the Bray
Hours, the Crucifixion (fig. 2).  This  is extremely close in composition to the same
scene in the London Hastings Hours (fig. 3).25 The main figures and groupings
are identical, but the landscape is simplified and the departing soldiers are
omitted in the Bray Hours. The Maximilian  Master’s  style can be seen in  both
manuscripts in his typically oval faces with rather small  eyes. His figures tend to
lack  weight  and stability, seen in the St. John in the Bray Hours, and there is
commonly an  ambiguity in their  spatial  relationships, for example in the group
around the  Virgin  at the left. . .

A  similar comparision  with  the London Hastings Hours (fig. 5) can be made
for the miniature of the Annunciation  (fig.  4), which  introduces the Hours of the
Virgin  at Mattins. There are the same  poses  of the Angel and Mary, the latter
being seated on the floor, a  type  of  Virgin  of  Humility introduced originally in
Italy in the fourteenth century.26 In the Bray Hours, however, the figures are
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enlarged in relation to the frame, so  that  there is less space around them and they
appear nearer the spectator. The  Angel’s  robe to the left in the Bray Hours is cut
off by the frame, for example. An alternative composition is used in the Hastings
Hours in Madrid, where the  Virgin  kneels and  turns  back to face a flying angel, a
motif  very common, especially in French  illumination, from the earlier fifteenth
century onwards. The  Visitation  miniature for Lands in the Bray Hours is  also
very similar to the London Hastings Hours (fol. 85v), though  again somewhat
simplied.

However, the Nativity miniature at  Prime  in the Bray Hours (fig. 6) is very
different from that in the London Hastings Hours. It has  a  centralised not a
diagonal  axis, and the building in  which  the scene  takes  place is closed off at the
back, not open. Here on the contrary the comparison is  with  the Madrid Hastings
Hours (fig. 7) and the  Vienna  Cleves Hours (fig. 8). The pose of the  Virgin  half
kneeling, half standing is similar as is the figure of St. Jo§eph and the pair of
angels  seen from  behind.  The pitched roof of the shed is more like  that  in the
Vienna Hours, and whereas in the Madrid Hours two shepherds enter through a
door at the  back, in the  Vienna  Hours as in the Bray Hours  only one  looks
through  a  window to the left.

From  these comparisons it is clear  that  in the Bray Hours compositions are
found  which  are used by the Master of Mary of Burgundy in the Madrid Hours
and by the Maximilian  Master  himself in the London Hastings Hours, both
manuscripts probably datable before 1483. The likelihood is that the Bray Hours
is later  than  either of  these  manuscripts, therefore. At the same time there are
variations and minor alterations made. A good example of  this  process is the
miniature for Ticrce of the Annunciation to the Shepherds  (fig.  9). The striking
contorted  pose of the shepherd on the left seen from behind derives from the
similar figure in the background of Hugo van der Goes’ Nativity of c. 1476-8 now
in Berlin.” The same figure together  with  the profile shepherd beside him in
Hugo’s  picture is copied by the Master of Mary of Burgundy in the so-called
‘Voustre Demeure’ Hours, a  manuscript  which  is now divided between the
Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid (Vit. 25-5) and the Kupfcrstichkabinctt in Berlin
(Ms.  78.3.13, fig. 10). In the Bray Hours, however, the Angel above becomes
larger and the relationship to the figures below is obscured. In an attempt to
remedy this the Maximilian  Master  alters the profile figure on the  right  to  a three-
quarter face kneeling figure, though  this hardly solves  the problem for  him,
which  in  essence derives from the different format of the miniature from the space
in  Hugo’s  original  picture.  The Master of Mary of Burgundy in the  ‘Voustre
Demeure’ Hours is typically more imaginative and makes his angel smaller as if
more distant and addressing both the shepherds which he  places  on the hill
behind; and  those  in the foreground.

The London and Madrid Hastings Hours and the Berlin Hours bf Mary of
Burgundy alter and combine the three protagonists of the scene in yet other
ways.28 This  is one of many examples of the influence of panel painters, and of
that  of Hugo van der Goes in particular, in the works of  these two illuminators. It
also suggests  that  illuminators retained pattern books or drawings recording
single figures and even  whole  compositions.

Of the other miniatures in the Bray Hours, those for the Adoration of the
Magi at  Sext  and for the  Flight  into Egypt (fig. 14) are very similar indeed to those
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in the London Hastings Hours (fig. 15), whereas the Madrid Hastings  Hours
miniatures are  both  different. The Presentation in the Temple for Nones (fig.  12),
however, and the Virgin and Child adored by Angels (fol.  42v) are closer to the
same  scenes in the Madrid Hastings Hours.” The Presentation miniature is in
fact  a  replica of a  single  leaf by the Master of Mary of Burgundy from an Hours,
also  now in  Berlin  (Kupferstichkabinett  1754, fig. 13):” The miniature of  Christ
as Man of  Sorrows  for the Psalms of the Passion (fig. 16) is  also  close to the
Master of Mary of Burgundy’s similar miniatures in the Berlin Hours of  Mary of
Burgundy (fig. 17) and the Madrid Hastings Hours.

The miniature of St. John the  Baptist  on  fol.  48v of the  Bray Hours (fig. 1 l) is
shown as a half-length figure in  close-up, whereas the other  saints, St. John the
Evangelist (fol. 51v) and St.  Anthony Abbot (fol. 53v), are standing full-length
figures. It has already been observed how the miniatures in the Bray Hours  show
figures which are enlarged in relation to their setting in comparison to the similar
compositions in the London and Madrid Hastings Hours. The use of half-length
figures which seem to be as it were cut off by a  window frame is a further
development of  this  trend and  gives  the figures greater immediacy. In  miniatures
for suffrages to saints it results in greater impact and  devotional  f orce.’l An early
example of the use of such  half-length  figures in  book  illumination are the
miniatures attributed to Simon Marmion in the so-called Flora Hours in Naples,
a  manuscript of c.1489-91, on which the Maximilian Master also worked.32

_This too indicates a later  dating for the Bray Hours of c. 1490. The miniature
of Pentecost for the Hours of the Holy Spirit in the Bray Hours (fol. 66v), which
may derive from the similar composition by the Master of Mary of Burgundy in
the Douce Hours, can also be compared to the same  scene in the Hours of Louis
Quarré in the Bodleian Library, Oxford (Ms.  Douce  112),  which  was also
illuminated by the Maximilian Master.” This  Hours has another feature found in
the Bray Hours on  folio  61, the  pilgrim  badges painted in  trompe  [bail  in the
border." The Quarré Hours was probably made c.  1487-8  and is a larger and more
luxurious production than the Bray, Hours.

Many of the motifs and compositions found in works of the  Maximilian  Master
reappear in works of one of the main illuminators of the  next  generation, Simon
Bening. There are also stylistic similarities.  This  has led  to-the persuasive, though  as
yet unproved, hypothesis  that  the  Master  of Maximilian was  Simon’s  father,
Alexander (Sanders) Bening.  Alexander  Bening was admitted to the Ghent Painters
Guild  with  two sponsors, Hugo  van der Goes and Justus van Ghent, in 1469. He was
admitted to the Bruges Guild in  1486  and died in  1519.  His recorded biography fits
rather well, therefore, with the works attributed to him.”

The close relation between the Maximilian Master and the Master of Mary
of Burgundy remains intriguing. The Brussels Cleves Hours  which  seems to me to
be by the Maximilian Master, contains miniatures  'which  are literal replicas of the
miniatures in the Hours of Mary bf  Burgundy in Berlin.36 Also the fact  that  the
Hastings arms occur in two such similar even if not identical manuscripts, one by
the more gifted artist and one by his follower, makes one speculate as to  whether
the second, the London manuscript, was not commissioned as some  sort  of
duplicate or replica. In these two  cases, therefore, there seem to be pairs of
manuscripts, the one by the Master of Mary of Burgundy and the other, the
duplicate, by the Master of Maximilian. Could the latter  artist have  been
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specifically commissioned to produce a replica?  This  raises  interesting questions
about the two artists as innovators, for example the much discussed question of
the introduction of the  trompe l'oeil  borders  which  were to  become  a standard
feature of manuscript produced in  Ghent  and Bruges  from  c.  1480  onwards.  They
are found in the miniatures painted by both  artists.

We know as yet almost  nothing about how such  Books  of Hours were
commissioned, how patrons specified  what they wanted, and how the
manuscripts were paid for. It would be a very tempting hypothesis  that  the way it
was done in the  case of the Bray Hours was  that  the patron (Sir Reynold or his
wife, Katherine, if it  were  they), was familiar  with  the London or the Madrid
Hours or even  with  both.  This is after all quite possible, even if we do not  know
what happened to  these  two manuscripts  immediately on  Hastings’ death. It is
known  that  Bray enjoyed a fee from Hastings’ widow.  The patron  might  have
decided he wanted to employ the same artist or workshop, and in addition to
detailing, as he would have had to, the  text  and the number of miniatures he was
prepared to pay for, he  might  even have specified  that  the miniatures were to be
similar to those in such and such a manuscript.” Such contracts  that a  painting
was to be done ‘secondo modo  e  forma’ of another specific work of art are  known
in Italy." These manuscripts were expensive and it is unlikely that  the artists were
given  carte blanche.  In many cases the instructions may have been given verbally.
When the commission came from abroad as here, however, unless an emissary
was employed, a letter or contract  would  have been necessary. Perhaps
eventually such documentation will be found to establish the procedures used.
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commonly used pink ink. '

0. Mc. N. Rushworlh. Medieval  Christian Imagery  ax  illuslmml  by the  Painlell  Windows  of  Great Mulvem
Priory.  Worn-xtershirMOxford I936). pp.373. 400. fig. l8].
Ms. 43. I owe  knowledge  of  this  lo  Margaret  Condon who is  preparing an edition of Bray‘s letters. She tells me
that a  number of  Bray' 5  letters  are also preserved' In the  library at Westminster  Abbey.  lam most  grateful  to her
for  information  and corrections  with regard  to [he Brays In  this paper.
H. Foley. S. J.  Records  of the  English  Province  of the  Society of Jesus.  vol.  vii.2  (London l883),  p.778,  lists
Robert  Thwing (sic). alias John Palmer senior.

For the complex  history of the  college  see P.  Guilday,  The  English  Catholic  refilgees  on the  Continent.  l. The
English  Colleges and  Convenls  in the  Catholic  Low  Counlries.  [5584795  (London l9l4).

A  collation  is  unfortunately impossible. Leaves have been cut out  leaving stubs  after  folios l9  (two  stubs). 40

(three  stubs). 47. 54. 56. 60. 103 (two stubs). For the contents and  illumination oflhe  Book of Hours see now R.
Wieck. L. R. Poos. V.  Reinburg.  .l. Plummer.  Time  Sancnfied.  The  Book  of Hours  in Medieval/1r! and Life
(New York I988).

N. J.  Rogers,  Baa/u  of Hours produced  in line Low  Countries  for the  English  market  in  the  Fifteenlh  Century.  M.
Lin.  dissertation.  Cambridge. I982. For the  Bray  Hours see  pp.42,  l26 M I, I94 n.70.  336,  373.

J. Backhouse. Founders of the Royal  Library:  Edward W and Henry V" as collectors of  illuminated
manuscripts,  England  in the  Fifieenlh  Century  (Proceedings of the I986 Harlnxlon  Symposium),  ed. D.
Williams (Woodbridge  I987). pp.23-4l.

Marguerite  (I'Yark  el son tent/ts.  exhibition catalogue.  Brussels I967.
Flemish Art.  [3004700.  no.  599.
W.  Hilger.  Dr's allure  Gebelbuch  Maximilian  's  I  (Graz I973).  with  facsimile. D. Thoss.  FIfimisc/w  Buchmalerei.

Humlscllriflenscllfilw  (ms  (lem Burgumlerre-ich (Graz I987). no. 67.
F.  Winkler,  Studien zur Geschichle der  niederlindischen Miniaturmalerei  des XV. und XVI. Jahrhunderls.
.Iuhrbuch  (ler kunslhixlorischen Sammlungen  (les allorhé‘chsleu  Kuiscrlmusex. vol. 30(I9 I 5). pp.279-342. For the
Ghenl/ Bruges school more  generally see F. Winkler. Die flfimische  Buclnnalereides  X  V. um!  XVI.  Jahrlumderlx
(Leipzig I925). reprinted  with  addenda by G.  Dogaer  (Amslerdam I978). and  most  recently 0.  Dogaer,
Flemish minimum  painting in the  IS”!  and 16!}:  centuries (Amsterdam I987).  Dogaer  includes Stonyhursl Ms.
60 in a list ol'manuscripls  grouped  under the  heading ‘The Master of  Mary of  Burgundy (School)’.  p.l49.

De  Schryver, Unlerkircher, Slundenbuch.  Thoss.  Fliimische  Buclnnalerei.  no. 16.
O. Piichl. The  Master  of Mary of Burgundy (London I948).
G. I.  Lieftinck,  Boekvcrluchlers  uil de  Omgeving van  Maria  ran  Bourgamfie.  c.1475-c.l485  (Brussels I969). See
also the  important  review article. A. van Buren. The Master of  Mary of  Burgundy and his  Colleagues:  The
stale  of research and questions of  method.  Zeilschrlflfllr Kmmgeschiclue.  vol. 38 (I975). pp.286-309. P. De
Winter.  A  Book ofHours of Queen Isabel la  Calolica,  The  Bulletin  of the  Cleveland Museum  of A  r! ( December.
l981).  pp.342-427 discusses the work of 1h: Maximilian Master and also altributes to  him,  rather  than  to the
Master  of  Mary of  Burgundy. a  number of these manuscripts.

O. Pfichl. Die niederlandischen Slundenbucher des Lord Hastings,  Lil/(mm  Texmales. Miniatures.  xcripls.

collections.  Essays presented  In G. I.  Liqflintk  (Leiden I976). pp.29-32. His  Abb.  7 compares the  Virgin  and
Child  in the  Bray  Hours  with  o‘her miniatures whh ‘he same subject by the Masler of Mary of  Burgundy and
[he  Maximilian  Master. As  will  be  apparent I  follow  Pfichl  in  considering the Berlin Hours and the  Madrid
Hastings  Hours to be by the Master of  Mary of  Burgundy.  and do not accept De  Winter's  further division of
the  Master  ofMary ofBurgundy‘s work. A comparison of miniatures in these various Hours shows  again  and
again  how the Master of  Mary  of Burgundy was  able  Io visualise \he Gospel narrative snenes afresh. The
Maximilian Master  is more  traditional  and  there  is every reason  to suppose  that  he copied the other artist's
compositions  rather than  vice versa.

The miniatures of the Brussels Cleves Hours are so close to those in the Berlin Hours (78. 8.12) that  the

manuscript is almost  a  replica. The Vienna Cleves Hours follows \he Madrid Hastings Hours cIosely in the
minialuresoflhe  Hours oflhe  Virgin, with  the exception  oflhe  Flight into  Egypt. lam  grateful  to Dr. D. Thoss
for  lending me  phdlographs  of the Vienna Hours.
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D. H. Turner. The Hastings  Hours  (London I983). The Master has most recently been discussed by P. De
Winter. A Book of Hours oueen Isabel Ia  Calolica (see  n.l9).

Flemish  AM, (see n.  l  ). no. 598. '

Turner (see n.22). P. Tudor-Craig. The Hours of Edward V and William. Lord Hastings: British  Library

Manuscript  Additional  54782.  England  in Ilte  Fifleemll Century (see  n.  l  2). pp.35l-69. Dr. Tudor-Craig

suggests that Margaret  of York  might  have  brought both  Hastings Hours to  England  on  a  visit in I480 as
presents for Elizabeth of York. born I465. and her  younger  brother. the future Edward V. She  suggests  that the

London Hastings Hours would have been  a  gift from Edward to Lord  Hastings made  shorlly before the laller‘s
execution on 13 June I483. The  Madrid  Hours she  argues  is  identifiable  in  Katherine  Lady Haslings' will  with

one said to have been  given  her by ‘Queen Elizabeth‘. i.e. possibly Elizabeth of York.

This is in some  ways  an  attractive  hypothesis  which would  explain the  existence  of the pair of Hours. ll musl

be admitted, however.  that there  is no compelling evidence to support it and  there  are also some difficulties in

accepting it. One is  chronological.  since the hypothesis necessitates pushing back  both  Hours 10  a very early

date.  that  is  before  I480.  Another  is in  supposing that  the arms of Lord Hastings  were added  posthumously in
England at the order of his widow. The ‘Heraldic  painler' posited by Dr. Tudor-Craig would have made  an

exceptionally good  job of  copying Flemish style in the  Madrid  Hours. For  a reproduction  see Liel'linck. (see
n.l9) Ill. I93. See also J. H.  Ogayar.  Libro de Horas de  William  Hastings.  Goya.  vol. l77(l983). pp.l27-l3l.

De  Winter.  figs.  52-3  makes the comparison.

The composition is  also  used in  Vienna  Cod.  l858,  Hours.  containing some very fine miniatures  including this.
which  may be by Gerard David of Bruges. and other  miniatures  by Simon Bening. Thoss.  Fliimixclm

Bucltmalerei.  no. 77. Abb. l9.
Liel‘tinck, Ill.  159-60.  The Master  ofMary of  Burgundy uses the same  striking kneeling figure  seen from  behind

in the  miniature  ofChrisl  nailed  lo the Cross in the  Vienna  Hours. Thoss.  Abb.  7. This is atypical  pattern-book

figure  used in  different  contexts.
De  Winter,  figs.  88-9. See also my paper ‘Conslrainls on pictorial  invention  in Renaissance illumination. The

role of  copying North and  South  of the Alps in the  fifteenth  and  early sixteenlh centuries.‘ Minimum.  vol. l

(1988). pp.l23-35.  Another  miniature of the Annunciation lo the Shepherds by the Master of  Mary  of
Burgundy is the  single leaf  in the  Bodleian,  Ms. Dep. d. 4”. see  ibill.  pp.l24-S and fig. I.

For the  Virgin  and  Child with angels  see the comparisons  made  by De Winter.  figs.  61-].

Liel'tinck. Ill. 56. '

S.  Ringbom.  Icon  to  Imrraliw.  The  rise  of the dramatic  claw-up infiflevnlh  century dermionul  painting (Abo

I965). analyses  this  development in panel  painting and manuscript illumination.
De  Winter.  (see n.l9). p.363”.  figs.  90. ISI.

De Winter. pp.363. 425 n.27. fig. 62. See also  figs.  29-30.

K. Kosler. Religiose  Medaillen  und Wallfahrts—Devotionalien in der Flimischen Buchmalerei des l5. und l6.

Jahrhundens,  Bm-h  and  Well.  Femdnrififlir  Gus/av  Hofrmmn  :um 65.  Geburlsmg  (Wicsbaden I965). pp.459-

504.  lists other examples and identifies some of the signs.
The evidence is summarised by De  Winter,  p.355”.

This  point  has not been made so far as I am aware. See above nole 2l.
For medieval copies see my forthcoming papers ‘Facsimiles, copies and variations. The relationship lo the

model in  Medieval  and Renaissance European manuscripts‘.  given  at the symposium  Retaining the  original.

Multiple  originals.  copies  and  reproductions.  National  Gallery of  Art.  Washington.  March  I985.  and.  secondly.

‘Conslraims on pictorial invention in Renaissance illumination‘ (n.28 above).

H. Glasser.  Artists  'conmu'ls  aflhe Early Renaissance  (New York I977). A,  Conli,  L‘evoluzione dell‘ arlisla. 7.
Obblighi  lecnici  e  iconografici.  Smriu dell 'arle Indiana.  2.  L 'urlism  e  ilpuhbliw  (Turin I979). espec. pp.  138-40.
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